Environmental Hierarchy of Waste Management & Energy Production Methods / Fuels / Technologies
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The electric grid can be run 100% on intermittent technologies using
storage strategies to balance the load. This can include flywheel
energy storage, compressed air, molten salt, hydrogen, batteries or –
until we’re ready to remove them – hydroelectric dams.
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How to read this complicated chart
There are four rows, each dealing with a different topic: Solid Waste, Electricity, Transportation & Heating
Fuels, Biomass/Biofuels. Each row shows a best-to-worst spectrum. The most desirable things are on
the left side of the page, and the least desirable things are on the right side of the page.
A solid vertical line is a dividing line between what are acceptable solutions (to the left) and what are
unacceptable problems (to the right).
A dotted vertical line separates the types of solutions.
The squiggly vertical line in the bottom row simply indicates a division between gasses and solids; but all are still unacceptable: note
the solid vertical line at the far left side of that row.
We have much information on our websites that explain why we take these positions. Please see www.energyjustice.net for the energy
related topics and www.actionpa.org & www.ejnet.org for waste related topics.
Relationships between the rows
The Three R’s = CECR

Notice that the waste row contains, in order of importance, “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.” The parallel concept in the energy rows is:
“Conservation, Efficiency, Clean Renewable Energy.” It is most important to reduce the need for materials or energy at all. The next
priority is to use materials and energy as well as possible. A materials example is: reduce need by carrying a mug, reuse a glass juice
bottle as a water bottle, and eventually recycle it when it cracks. An electricity example is: conserve by installing motion detectors on
lights, increase efficiency by changing to LED bulbs, and power them with clean solar energy.
Bio…

All rows contain reference to biomass in some way. “Biomass” commonly refers to allegedly “organic” solids (other than coal) that are
incinerated to produce electricity (releasing air pollution and creating toxic solid wastes like ash or slag).
“Biofuels” usually refer to 1) liquids such as soy-oil-sourced biodiesel or ethanol made from a variety of materials or 2) methanecontaining gasses that result from the anaerobic decomposition of trash, plants, excrement, etc. These can be used in the
transportation and heating fuels sectors, though in some cases (like the gas-based forms of “biomass”), they’re used to make electricity.
Waste or Energy

Using wastes as an energy source is usually the worst way to deal with the waste. Sometimes the destruction of solid materials is a
waste of their embodied energy – the energy that went in to making them useful materials in the first place; they should be recycled or
composted so that we don’t need to re-create them from raw materials. Often there are toxic consequences to burning wastes.
Sometimes the wastes should really not exist in the first place, and their use as an alternative energy source perpetuates waste
production. Trying to “solve” waste problems through energy policy typically leads to the worst option for managing materials / wastes.
Solving our energy needs is a separate question that should prioritize demand reduction and fuel-free, zero emission technologies.

